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Book Descriptions:

1081 pool pump manual

These are the Catalog CAT or Part number. Us Motors Pool Pump 1081 The catalog number is
generally listed in the upper left of the label. Century’s CAT number format varies from pump to
pump. For example a Pentair pump Century motor may contain a CAT number formatted like B2853
or BN24, where as a StaRite pump motor is formatted as USQ1102R or SQ1202R. If your motor
label contains any of these variations a simple search in Inyos search engine will find the exact
motor match. Lets use P6RA6E205L as a sample pump model number, if you input this into Inyos
search engine the result is the manufacturer, model, horsepower, and even the service factor
category. From there you could click the results and follow a link to the parts breakdown to show a
complete parts listing of the pump. If you require only a motor you can write down this information,
click Pump Motors under our Shop by Category click through the make and model information to
find your correct motor replacement. Other information that is on the tag that is not essential to
locating a motor match but still good to know are Volts, Amps, and Frame. Tip Dual voltage motors
are set to 230v from the factory so if you plan on using it for the lesser voltage is sure to switch this
setting during installation or you may damage your motor. Would you like to try it too Please try
again later. Please remove additional products.Click OK to extend your time for an additional 0
minutes.Get support by contacting us online IE9 and older versions are not supported. W Motors.
This pocket manual is designed forEvery now and thenWhen you. Page 4 TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Century Pump Motors.5. Design Features.7. Nameplate Information.9. InstallationSwitchless “1081”
Motor. Switchless “1081” MotorKeyed shaft of carbon. Page 10 NAMEPLATE INFORMATIONW
you’re servicing, you’ll always be able to find it. Page 11 1.CAT NO Catalog Number This number
indicatesPage 12 NAMEPLATE INFORMATIONPage 13 Heat maximum horsepower Hp x
SF.http://gites-les-bardots.com/userfiles/electromagnetic-fields-wangsness-solution-manual-free.xml

hayward 1081 pool pump manual, 1081 pool pump motor manual, hayward 1081 pool
pump parts, century 1081 pool pump parts, 1081 pool pump duty parts, century 1081
pool pump duty manual, emerson pool pump 1081 manual, 1081 pool pump manual,
1081 pool pump motor, emerson pool pump 1081 manual, century 1081 pool pump
manual.
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Page 14 Mounting INSTALLATIONPage 15 Wire Size Century and NeptunePage 17 Moisture WIRE
SELECTION GUIDEW about any kind of basic motor service. Page 19 Motor Fails To Start makes no
sound MAINTENANCEIt should be located away from. Page 20 blows fuse or trips breaker MOTOR
TROUBLESHOOTINGPOWER IS. Page 21 Noisy Motor voltage is within the proper range, check
forPage 22 Motor Hot, Smoking Or Cycling MOTOR TROUBLESHOOTINGIf you hear. Page 23
Troubleshooting A Capacitor 1.Mounting, motor coupling and brackets. TightenPage 24 How To
Replace Bearings MOTOR TROUBLESHOOTINGPage 25 BEST WAY TO USE A VOLTAMMETERPage
26 MOTOR TROUBLESHOOTINGI while still under warranty, we require that you. Page 29 Wiring
Diagrams WIRING DIAGRAMSCenturion Switchless Mfg. Dual Voltage Type CX12 to 112 Hp. Single
Voltage Type CX1125HpGouldGuard Old StyleGouldGuard Switchless Old StyleGouldGuard
Switchless Old StyleTo identify the month. Single Voltage 230 VoltTipp City, OH 45371. Switchless
“1081” Motor.All you Mastering the concepts in this manual will allow you to add the kind of value
to your and is often referred to as a “switchless” motor. Flex 48 and out of its supply of said
products, or their use, shall not in any case exceed the. American titan vertical grid filter check all
seals and intake union and pump top seal if seals went bearings going shortly if bearings went seals
To purchase a GO KIT, click GOKITS For further stepbystep instructions on replacing a motor shaft
seal, click How To Replace A Motor Shaft Seal.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your
session. Click here to shop our store. However, occasionally we do encounter mistakes which are
made when replacing your motor. So I decided to poll my fellow coworkers, manufacturers and
vendors to come up with a list of the seven most common mistakes when replacing a pool motor. We
can’t emphasize enough the importance of replacing your shaft seal when you replace your pool
motor.http://www.kgranit.com.tr/depo/sayfaresim/electromagnetic-fields-solution-manual.xml

An important reason for replacing your shaft seal is that the warranty offered by the motor
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manufacturer is voided if there is seal failure. The manufacturer can spot a seal failure pretty easily
as the face of the motor will get a scale buildup and often the shaft of the motor will completely
seize. Typically if you use your old shaft seal, it will not line up properly with the new motor and you
will have leakage. We have made a video and stepbystep guide here showing how to install a shaft
seal. When you have the motor disassembled from your pool pump, it is an easy time to replace your
Orings and gaskets.The topic of service factor is often an area of confusion, but can be fairly easily
explained by understanding a few key concepts.So in our example below the 1 HP motor is the exact
same as the 1.5 HP version of the motor. Normally a Full Rate motor is equivalent to the next size
HP in an Up rate model. Below is a handydandy chart illustrating this phenomenon. This always
seems to make the task go a little smoother. There are many videos online on how to replace a pool
motor and these will help out tremendously during your installation. We would like to think our
stepbystep motor installation guide and video is one of the best. We also cover how to remove your
pool pump impeller, how to replace a shaft seal and how to wire a pool pump motor. If you do decide
to go this route then you will need to replace your impeller and possibly your diffuser. If you do this
without replacing your impeller to a.75 HP impeller then you will quickly burn out your new motor.
This occurs because the.75 HP replacement motor will be overstressed by trying to output the water
of the 1 HP impeller. This is not always the case and varies according to pump model and HP. In
most cases pool owners want to increase their HP, but more times than not the pump is already
oversized for the pool. If you do increase your HP then the cost of operation for your pump will
increase.

A properly sized pool pump should be sized to turn your pool over in an eight hour time period. Here
are a few considerations to take into account when increasing your HP This will require that you
inspect your pool equipment. Normally the manufacturer’s name and model of your pump can be
found on the side of the pump housing near your strainer basket or on the motor label. I have listed
some of the most common pump models here as I would estimate these account for 80% of the
pumps on the market. If you don’t see your pump listed here then visit our main pool motor page for
a listing of all the replacement motors we carry. This information will be on the label of the electric
motor. If you don’t want to send in photos then you can catch us on Live Chat or give us a call at
18773726038 and we would be happy to help. If you stay in an area of the country where energy
costs are high then it definitely makes sense to consider an energy efficient motor. If you live in one
of these areas, it makes sense to check out energy efficient options. There are a few different types
of energy efficient motors single speed motors, dual speed motors and variable speed motors. The
two benefits of a dual speed motor are decreased operational cost and quietness during operation.
The operational cost savings are determined by running your motor for a longer period of time each
day at the low speed. Below are two examples which illustrate these savings. It pumps about 80
gallons per minute, which means that it circulates 38,400 gallons each day.In low speed mode it
pumps about 40 gallons per minute which means that it circulates 28,800 gallons each day.
Remember that the pool only needs to turn the water over once each day. The pump draws 2.25
amps at 240 volts in low speed mode.The twospeed pump provides just the circulation that your pool
needs at a fraction of the cost.
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I personally think variable speed motors make a lot of sense if you live in area where energy is really
expensive or if you have a pool setup which requires more flexibility. On my pool I have quite a few
water features and the variable speed motor is great because when I run my waterfall I can dial it in
to a certain RPM. When I run my cleaner I use a different RPM, when I run my spa I also use a
different RPM and when I run my filter pump I use yet another RPM. You can do this yourself and we
have assisted thousands of homeowners with this process. If you follow these tips then you should
have an easy time replacing your motor on your own without a professional.Most customers just call
around locally and say, “Hi. I need to get a price for the installation of a pool motor.Any ideas on
how to address that eventuality Luckily companies like Inyo have a back catalogue of old manuals in
PDF form and resources for out of date equipment. It’s all fun an games until joe homeowner screws
it all up or worse, gets injured, by that electricity stuff, you know. Can’t believe I was actually
enjoying the articles up until this. You should feel really good about yourself.In fact we actually
advise on how to find a good service tech in your area in another blog post titled, How to Find a
Great Pool Guy. Our blog and howto guides focuses on topics for the DIYminded pool owner. With
this mindset, we’ve been able to help thousands of pool owners over the years. Our advice in our
howto guides is always clear on the difficulty level of the process and caution users who are not
comfortable with all aspects of the procedure to seek help from a professional pool service tech.
They said we can sell you a motor for that. A motor is only part of a pump. If not, you will get more
practice replacing that pump motor next year. Irritated that the lady doesn’t even know what it’s
called and still replaced the motor and saved herself a ton of money.
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I see idiot pool guys mess up all the time here in SW Florida. Drop parts in the sand and give them a
cursory brush off with their hand, use the wrong lubricant, fail to add water to the pool so it runs dry
and wrecks the seals. They blame the weather or the motor or anything else. I was in the distributor
when a pool guy brought in a new motor with bad bearings because he messed up the seal. He
claimed the customer’s sprinklers did it. I replaced my motor 3 years ago. Had zero experience. Has
run great ever since. Changing the motor is a piece of cake. I followed the instructions on this site
and used US Seal lube. I was told my pool motor is broke and need replaced. What do you think of it.
Thank you for your feedback. There are many homeowners who have sufficient mechanical and
electrical knowledge to install a new pool motor. Furthermore, much of the literature on this website
reminds the owner that if they do not feel comfortable handling such a task, that they should seek
the help of a professional. Including a step to turn off power to the pump you are replacing. No
offense but how many pool companies are nothing more than “joe homeowner” with a magnet on the
side of their trucks and some chemicals in the back. Just saying. But there is always those less than
reputable technicians out there, doing pool service as a sidejob. The best route is to just do the
homework on service companies before hiring them. I have 19 motors that I’ve stored in the garage
for about 10 years. They are all new and unused but obviously would not have a warranty. Your best
bet would be to sell them directly on Craigslist or eBay. Be upfront in the listing about the age of the
motors and that they are no longer covered by warranty. Mine is sounding sick. That is why I am on
this site researching pool motors. Please contact me by email.A homeowner with a magnet on the
side of his truck would be a small business owner.

http://helpmequickbooks.com/images/canon-efs-17-85mm-manual.pdf

Small business built this country and you are more likely to get a better price and more pleasant
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customer service from the small business owner then the chain store. The most knowledgeable
people I have met in this industry are small business owners. I have been on both sides of the
industry and I know the difference. So when the small business owner can replace your pump motor
for 450.00 to 550.00 depending on HP the business that you seem to like so much will do the same
job ” and probably send out a tech. That isn’t as experienced or knowledgeable as the small business
owner and they will charge you 600.00 to 800.00. So if you like to over pay receive most Likely not
as great customer service go right ahead. You know because we are nothing but just some guy with
a magnet on my truck. Me I shut off outside breaker then inside breaker. Very simple! I would rather
replace the pump myself than wait for the “pool guy” to show up at his convenience, then charge me
an arm and a leg for a simple repair !!! I am the 12th person who reads this blog! I am the owner of
a pool service company in Florida and a retired 25 year electrician out of Chicago and he said
nothing badly about pool service techs. It’s not rocket science. These articles are great. What a
cheat I’m the kind of guy who drives guys like you nuts. I’m an engineer with an extremely wide
variety of skills and I constantly add to them. In many or most cases, I’m more qualified and do
better work than the “professional” and my costs of doing it myself are a fraction of the professional
price. I can purchase the tools and do the work and still save lots of money and have a 1st quality
job. I do hire some work out but at the end of the day, it’s my decision whether I hire a
“professional” or take care of it myself. It’s simply what works out best for me, since I’m the
customer. Fortunately, In the United States, we have the freedom to make our own decisions.

I sense that you expect injury and might be in contact with the dead. Perhaps you should call a pool
professional I didn’t read the entire article word for word but I didn’t see anything mention that you
need to change the impellar if you are changing the HP. Just FYI incase that could help you as well.
I’m also told they cost less. After reading your question, I tried to dig up reviews of the 56J style
motor that can is used on commercial and residential pools but there is not much insight from users.
NEMA frame size are typically standardized on every brand. Whichever motor you choose, always
remember to rpelace the gaskets on the pump Pentair Challenger Gasket Kit They do a fine job at
what they do. I have discovered over the years that some tech’s are better at servicing the water
conditions in the pools but lack experience when it comes to fixing pumps and motors simply
because they don’t do it that often, so they always advise me to replace both when the motor or the
pump is a problem. I either change them myself or have my maintenance crew replace hardware. In
most cases it’s a motor that has gone bad so I have an inventory of equipment ready to be installed.
Do you have any suggestions on a 2 speed motor replacement without having to replace the whole
pump 1600 gallon kidney shaped pool with 1 skimmer, 1 waterfall, sand filter, salt water generator
and robotic vacuum and 5 month pool season in which pump runs 10 hours a day with crystal clear
water and good chlorine generation.Your choice between the two is determined on which voltage
you are using for the installation. Regarding the motor’s decibel level, it should be quieter than your
old grody motor just based on age. Anything else will end up costing more in the long run. 2 speed
motors are still wound motors, and in a lot of cases the low speed is not enough to circulate the pool.
I have read reviews online and people were giving it bad rating. I want to replace it with a better
brands.

http://atlantichomeportugal.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16274
c50d58955---brother-hl-1430-service-manual-download.pdf

Is that possible You really can’t go wrong with an A.O. So it’s ok to replace it with another brand
huh. My motor doesn’t work, it gave out two weeks ago. My pool hasn’t turned green yet. I need to
replace it quick. Yes, I have heard of Century brand.Replacement pump motors can be fitted to
dozens of pump models, which in turn use various shaft seal types. To find the correct seal, you
would need to know the make and model or model number of your pump housing. But I don’t want to
use this brand anymore. It will break down in a year or less. Any help will be appreciated. I ask the
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latter because pool companies have been known to install a higher HP motor on a pump just because
they don’t have the lower HP in stock. So your motor may say 2 HP, but the impeller inside the pump
would be a1 or a 1.5. My basket and pump housing both had leaks in them and after a few weeks of
the pump struggling to prime itself it finally burned up. I want to say my pool is 15,000 gallons.I
would need the model number of your pump housing to match your pump to a suitable replacement.
The new pumps inlet is closer to the ground. I got the exact height by ripping it with a saw, and
stacking two pieces on top of each other. Pool ownership is expensive enough without having to pay
for a pool guy.The 1081 is on every pool pump motor, no matter the make and model. And a heads
up, that K63 number is another motor model number. If the model number you are looking at is on
the motor label, then it is not the Pump model number you need. The cuts are all original; the first
rebuild. I can’t find the correct shaft seal, because the impeller SP2607C shaft has two opposing
cams, which prevents the impeller part of the seal to slide onto the shaft. Does anybody have an
solution to my problem That sleeve is the inner base of the old shaft seal’s spring side. Just pull it off
with some pliers, and possibly with the aid of WD40. The noise has lessened but so has my return
pressure.

Pretty sure one or both are damaged and I am planning to replace them both. The motor is good. If I
replace the impeller and don’t intend to break the motor loose do I need to pull the motor and
replace the shaft seal anyway or can I put the spring loaded side of the existing shaft seal back onto
the new impeller Because a shaft seal is a relatively inexpensinve piece, I would install a new one.
Your motor is fine now, but if you use the old shaft seal and it fails then you’ll have a whole new set
of problems. It cost me 400 and they replaced it with a century HTS110. Is there a difference. Why
did it cost so much If so, 400 is definitely on the high side unless it was replacing it with a dual or
variable speed. If they replaced the whole pump, 400 is a great price for the pump and labor. Is
there a comparable motor I can buy that is cheaper. So I’m looking to save money on the motor. Any
help is appreciated. You do not want a soaked motor. Should I replace with the same or is there a
more efficient option I replaced the pump breaker with a 30 AMP and it blew the new motor up. A 1
HP motor usually has an amp draw between 12 and 16 amps. Do you have anything else on the
breaker besides the motor This helps stop water from entering the front motor bearing. But every
little bit helps. If only the motor is being replaced then the then max flowrate is going to top out at 1
HP with the same impeller. Different pumps have different flow rates, but it is not something you
will know until you install the pump and begin fiddling with the settings. Variable speeds involve
some tinkering to make sure your RPMs are set for your application. Adds more cost to have to call
someone to make sure they are set correctly. Setting it too high could damage my filter. It comes
with manuals, you can read your gauges, and test your water. It is a tinkering process, not rocket
science. He said it worked. I replaced my old 2 horse power jacuzzi jets only pump.

I was told the old pump is not made any longer. I checked the new used pump to make sure it
worked before putting it in and it seemed to work. I put it in and it runs but very little comes out of
jets. It is a 2 speed pump. Could it be a bad pump or wrong speed. How do I tell the difference. If the
old pump was a single and you did not change the wiring, you are likely running it on low speed. Did
you follow the wiring directions on the side of the motor I’ve been in the pool business in
construction, service, service mgmt and now 20 years in wholesale distribution. I’m 59. We sell to
pool retail stores, pool builders and pool builders. We sell everything but the concrete or water. I
read this entire pool motor blog. The reason INYO and others sell for less is mainly overhead and the
fact that they are probably buying from the manufacturer and trying to provide a high level of
service on the 1020% GM gross margin. The traditional method of supply is the pool service guy
buys from the wholesaler like the one I work for I actually started the company in the 70s and so we
have millions invested in inventory, extremely knowledgeable support staff and facilities located in
two cities. We make a gross margin and the professional dealer makes a margin. So it’s going to cost
more for the motor.There are probably a bunch of you tube videos out there for those determined to



DIY, but there will always be circumstances that the pro installer knows because of experience and if
he does it know he can ask the pro that he buys from. A good pool guy is like those guys. Replacing a
motorvif you’ve not done it is “iffy”. When I worked retail we sold motors to pool owners and they
messed up about half of them. We spend years getting them to bring in the motor with impeller on it
and we installed the motor, seal, seal plate and made sure it was set for the correct voltage and
about 10% of those got installed wrong and we sent out a service tech to get it right.

Please forgive any misspellings. Good luck everyone and by all means like several have said make
sure that breaker is off. My 1 hp motor is 5 years old and starting to fail again as I hear it getting
louder like five years ago. Should I use them again. I have no interest in doing it myself. Thanks. I
see the new ones that say 115v 230v. Can i use the 115v 230v system Normally, commercial sites
would be the only ones with 3phase electricity. Friend removed the place without marking it. Now
we can’t figure out how to get the 4 long screws back on I think I just ruined my 1.5 horsepower. S
F1.0 motor trying to open my pool. Local pool shop wants about 700 bucks. I found one locally
through Craigslist. It’s a 1 horsepower with an SF of one. My original 1.5 ran on 220. This potential
new one horsepower runs on 110. It would actually be much more convenient. Will I expect the same
Performance Based on your article on this. Thank you again! If you go down in HP replacement pool
pump motor you could ever need, and we show you how you can install it yourself.He installed a US
Motors brand which matches all specs on our old Hayward Motor. What would cause this reduction
in water volume force and pressure. Water pressure gauge went from showing in 20’s down to 10
with the new motor. Thanks for your reply! I saw a few customers with pumps wired incorrectly for
years. Electricians are notorious for not changing the voltage on pumps, in fact on my very own pool
I had an electrician hook it up to 220 I had it temporarily hooked up with an extension to run on 110
and he ruined my brand new motor by not making that change. The shaft to the new motor is too big
won’t fit my impeller, etc. Why is this I am pretty DIY myself. Just about fell off my chair. I have the
smallest pool in the world, a little larger than a big large spa. When I asked how long it would take,
he said no more than two hours. I’ll get other estimates, otherwise I will try it myself.

I need to replace one of mine also, unfortunately the label is all faded and I don’t know what to order
. My brotherinlaw needs his replaced, but he does not have the knowledge to do it properly. I’ll pass
this information along to him so that he can get the help he needs. I think the information is good
enough for an average person to understand, and it will save you big bucks. A leaking pump in a
swimming pool can cause a pool to lose water. This can be caused by corrosion and the pump can
burn out when the water is allowed to fall below the proper level. Avoiding this mistake will
eliminate higher water bills and the need to call pool services to replace or fix the pump system. It’s
not a screech, but a stinging extremely high pitched noise that drives us crazy all day while we’re at
our own pool. It sounds like this She just had it replaced recently. Here are the instructions for how
to enable JavaScript in your web browser. Once youve enabled Javascript, please refresh this
page.Most are run on 230V and are preset at the manufacturers at 230V. If you are going to wire
your own pool pump, you must first know what voltage is coming to your pump from the house
circuit breaker. Also you must ensure that the electrical supply agrees with the motors voltage,
phase, and cycle and that all electrical wiring conforms to local codes and NEC regulations. If you
are unsure of this voltage or are unfamiliar with electrical codes and regulations, have a professional
electrician wire your pump for you or at least check your work. Failure to wire the pump correctly
can cause electrical shock or can damage your pump motor and void your warranty. Click Here to
View our Available Inground Pool Pumps Click Here to View our Available Above Ground Pool Pumps
This voltage will be either 230240V or 115120V. Pool Pump manufacturers commonly list these as
230V or 115V. Generally you will have three wires coming to your pump.

For 230V you will generally have a red, a black and a green wire. The red and black wires are both
hot. There is no neutral. The green wire is always ground. For 115V the three wires are generally



black hot, white neutral and green ground.Remove the cover to expose the electrical connectors.
Click Here to View our Available Inground Pool Pumps Click Here to View our Available Above
Ground Pool Pumps Click Here to View our Available Pool Pump Motors String your three wires thru
the conduit and metal elbow into the end of the motor. Screw the conduit collar onto the end of the
elbow. Ensure that your wire size is adequate for the HP rating and distance from the power source.
Check your pool pump owners manual for the correct size. Wire sizes generally run 14 AWG for
motors up to 1 HP and from 14 AWG to 10AWG for larger motors depending on HP and Voltage.In
this example for Hayward pool pumps, red will go to the L1 terminal and black will go to the L2
terminal. The green wire will be under the green screw to the far right. In addition there is a black
plug with two wires coming from inside the motor, a black wire and white wire with a black tracer
line. The black plug is positioned so that the white arrow on top of the 2 prong black plug is pointing
at 230V.The red wire is attached to terminal 1 of Line 1 L1. The black wire is attached to terminal 3
of Line 2 L2. The green wire is attached to Ground GND. The black plug is positioned so that the
black wire is attached to terminal 5. For 230V the white wire is not attached. Attach the white 115 V
wire to terminal 1 of Line 1 L1. Attach the black wire 0 V to terminal 3 of Line 2 L2. Attach the green
wire under the Ground screw GND. The black plug is shifted in position so the black wire is attached
to terminal 4 Line 2 L2 and the white wire is attached to terminal 5. Note in this position the white
arrow on top of the 2 prong black plug is pointing at the 115V label.Use a solid copper conductor,
size 8 AWG or larger.

Run this wire from from a reinforcing rod to the pressure wire connector provided on the motor
housing. Note In this example the wire coming from the bottom of the picture is going to the pump.
The upper wire is going to the heater to bond the heater. If you know the voltage of your power
source, and that the motor is currently set to a different voltage, I would just switch it to the right
setting. Do I still need to attach a ground wire to the new motor and if so where do I attach the other
end of the ground to Exisiting setup has 2 blue wires and green for ground. Is it correct that either
blue wire can be connected to either terminal. Tks Hooking up a 230 variable speed motor
ECM16SQU. One black wire goes to L1; the other black wire goes to L2. There is no wrong
answer.The green ground wire goes to the green screw adjacent to the L1 and L2. If you need a
wiring diagram for a specific motor we would need the part or catalog number of the motor. Your
video says the white wire is L1 and the black is L2 the other video is the exact opposite. Does it
matter Follow the wiring guidelines listed on that tag. With my red and blue power wires 230v, is
there polarity with respect to the terminals. I dont want accidentally run the pump in reverse, you
know It will not run in reverse. I am awaiting for an Impeller. Yes or No Are you trying to wire a
115volt motor so that it accepts 230 volts. Or are you trying to switch a dual voltage motor from 115
to 230. Or are you wanting to change out a 115 motor for a whole new 230 motor Can you provide
that info. You can also refer to the wiring guide on the side of the motor for wiring guidance. Line 1
has 120v Line 2 has 120v then I have ground. I assume Load 1 120v goes to L1 and Load 2 120v
goes to L2 and Green to GND. Both the Load wires are RED GND is Green. Does this sound correct
to you. Thanks for your help. If your motor label says 230v, you cant test it on 110v.
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